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Motivation

 The visual backbone passively extracts features 
 Fixed architectures and weights
 Regardless of referring expressions
 Mismatches between the extracted visual features and 

those required for various referring expressions
 Missing or redundant visual features

 An active perception visual grounding framework, which 
can actively extract expression-relevant visual features.



Related Work: Dynamic Weight Networks

 Direct Generation (FCs):
Hypernetworks
Dynamic Filter Networks

 Weighted Summation:
Dynamic Convolution
Conditional Convolution
Omni-dimensional Convolution

 Matrix Decomposition:
Dynamic Channel Fusion



Method: VG-LAW

 Components: visual backbone, linguistic backbone, multi-task head, language adaptive weight generator

 Language adaptive weights: mapping linguistic features to weights of the visual backbone

 Visual backbone can actively extract expression-relevant visual features using language-adaptive weights

 Don’t need to modify the visual backbone architecture or elaborately design cross-modal interaction modules

An active perception framework for multi-task visual grounding based on the language adaptive weights



Method: Language Adaptive Weight Generation

 Linguistic Feature Aggregation

 Weight Generation
Map linguistic features to language-adaptive 
weights using the multi-head attention mechanism

Aggregate linguistic features with fixed sizes for each 
layer independently.
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Experiments

 Configs

 Training Objectives
• REC: L1 loss and Generalized IoU loss
• RES: Focal loss and DICE/F-1 loss

ℒtotal = ℒdet + ℒseg

ℒdet = 𝜆𝜆𝐿𝐿1ℒ𝐿𝐿1 𝑏𝑏, �𝑏𝑏 + 𝜆𝜆giou ℒgiou 𝑏𝑏, �𝑏𝑏

ℒseg = 𝜆𝜆focal ℒfocal 𝑠𝑠, �̂�𝑠 + 𝜆𝜆dice ℒdice 𝑠𝑠, �̂�𝑠

• Datasets: RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, RefCOCOg, and ReferItGame
• Evaluation Protocol: Prec@0.5 for REC and mIoU for RES



Experimental Results
 Comparison with State-of-the-art REC Methods

Comparisons on the RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, RefCOCOg, and ReferItGame datasets. RN101, DN53, 
Swin-S, and ViT-B are shorthand for the ResNet101, DarkNet53, Swin-Transformer Small, and ViT Base, 
respectively. We highlight the best and second-best performance in the red and blue colors.



Experimental Results
 Comparison with State-of-the-art RES Methods

Comparisons on the RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, and RefCOCOg for RES task. * represents ImageNet pre-training. RN101, 
DN53, Swin-B, and ViT-B are shorthand for the ResNet101, DarkNet53, Swin-Transformer Base, and ViT Base, 
respectively. We highlight the best and second-best performance in the red and blue colors.



Experimental Results
 Ablation Analysis

Ablation experiments on ReferItGame to 

evaluate the proposed language adaptive 

weight generation (LAWG), language adaptive 

pooling (LAP), and multi-task head (MTH).



Experimental Results

No significant performance degradation 

when the length of referring expressions 

varies from 6-7 to 11+.

 Analysis of Referring Expression Length



Experimental Results
 Qualitative results

From left to right: the input image, the ground truth of REC and RES, the prediction of VG-LAW, and the attention of 
the visual backbone with language-adaptive weights.



Conclusion

 Contributions

 Future Works

 An active perception visual grounding framework based on the language adaptive weights (VG-
LAW), actively extracts the expression-relevant visual features.

 A neat yet efficient multi-task head for REC and RES tasks jointly without carefully designed cross-
modal interaction modules.

 State-of-the-art performance on RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, RefCOCOg, and ReferItGame.

 Search for the suitable positions of modules to inject the linguistic information/priors, 
instead of modifying the weights of all modules in the visual backbone.

 Enhance the multi-task head to enable multi-instance referring detection and segmentation.

 Expand VG-LAW to more types of visual backbones, e.g. Resnet series.
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